
Lacock Parish Council - Highways & Parish Steward Report – JUNE 2020 

1. CATG Proposals   

1.1 Enforcement of 7.5 tonne Weight Restrictions 

Some progress to report since last month. Peter Glen did manage to speak to Jess at Devises Police 

reception who explained what has happened. Lauren Clark will be contacted and asked to respond to Peter. 

Peter provided photographic evidence to the Police, of several 44 tonne vehicles that flouted the 7 ½ weight 

limit, recently.  

 

2. Meeting with Councillor Wayman, Dave Thomas and Michelle Donelan MP on Lacock Parish Traffic Issues  

Councillor Wayman replied recently stating a meeting will be arranged once the Corvid 19 lockdown 

restrictions are relaxed.  

 

3. Lacock Traffic Group (LTG) Subcommittee reporting to the LPC 

Areas of work under consideration:- 

3.1 The consultation with the proposed WC Highways scheme for the West St and High Street junction has 

ended on 31st May. We are still willing to receive resident’s comments by e mail to Lana or to an LPC 

Councillor. An article was placed in the online Parish Magazine to this effect. 

The feedback received from local residents is very favourable and supportive of the proposed scheme. 

 

3.2 An outline plan was agreed at the LTG meeting for traffic calming at the West Street /Church Street 

junction for further evaluation by WC Highways. 

This layout will restrict Coach/very large vehicles and in conjunction with signage improvements in 

Church Street prevent them from accessing this narrow street.  

 

3.3 A letter reminding Nethercote residents and their contractors not to park in the turning area was sent 

to these residents. 

Also, this problem was reported to WC Highways to ascertain if parking there can be enforced and was 

it once double yellow lined. 

 

3.4 Social Distancing 2 m signage. The numbers of visitors to the village will continue to increase, especially 

with lockdown relaxing in the coming months but social distancing still remains essential. This increase 

in numbers may force pedestrians to forget their Social Distancing. Signage at narrow points will help in 

preventing this. Ben has been asked to advise where these signs can be obtained. 

 

3.5 Residents are concerned about visitor unlawful parking in and around the Village. Residents are asking 

what can be done to stop this and secure their own parking. The LTG will research what are possible 

solutions and costs. 

In response to complaints, Jane contacted Parking Services last week. Wardens attended on one day 

and issued 6 fines. 

 

4. WC Highways - Pedestrian Access, speed limits on Abbey Bridge to the Gateway 

No further communication from WC Highways after the 30 mph limit northwards to cover all of the Abbey 

Bridge was approved. WC Highways were contacted to question the reasons for rejecting the request for 

the 30 mph limit along the first part of Hither Way (village to past the zebra crossing). Awaiting a reply. 

 

Pedestrian safe access on the bridge, traffic calming and the viability of a new footpath up from the bridge, 

needs to be further assessed and discussed.   

  

5. Notton request for Traffic Metros 

       Still in progress, awaiting a WC reply as to when they will be fitted. 

 

6. Notton Residents concerns for safety on the A350 (Lackham roundabout to including Whitehall Lights) 

Still awaiting WC Highways response that is being delayed by their new priorities caused by Covid 19. 

 The LTG asked Derek Waters if a summary of the number of respondents, together with the full survey 

details could be included on the LPC website. To give everyone sight of all the information to draw their own 

conclusions. The information has now been received from Derek and will be put on the website. 



 

7. Reybridge Damage and slippy road surface. 

The damaged parapet walls are now repaired after two reminders. The carriage stone that was displaced 

and thrown down to the edge of the river has been spotted. The Bridge Repair Gang will recover it and 

replace from where it was taken. The Bridge Engineer is reluctant to replace any other missing carriage 

stones as they are now considered ineffective protection with large Farm vehicles using the bridge. 

 

The slippy road surface has been reported by the Assistant Bridge Engineer and we await the outcome of an 

inspection by WC Highways. 

                

8.  Drainage issues. 

No further progress with tanker cleaning, probably due to Covid 19 delay. 

 

9. Initiatives to improve safety and accessibility for Cyclists and Pedestrians 

In response to Councillor Wayman’s e mail request, the LTG virtually met and sent a short report to the LPC 

for their comments. The revised report, including their suggested changes and additions, was sent to WC on 

26th May and its receipt was acknowledged. Now awaiting WC’s response to our proposals. 

 

10. Parish Steward (PS) 

               Work for June 

 PS’s work schedule is resuming to normal duties. 

 Cut back hedges at top of Nethercote to reveal No Cycling and Footpath sign post  

 Cut back hedges to reveal No Through Road sign on RHS at the Nethercote entrance, with the 

resident’s permission. 

 Repair small potholes in Church Street and Cantax Hill 

 Hopefully, more weed spraying can be done this month. 

 

Let us know of any other work or potholes needing repair? 

    

There is always more that can be done, so please let us know of any other jobs that need doing ASAP. 

Stuart Gregory and Pete Shaw 

 

 


